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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Coachmen Catalina Summit Series 7 164BH, This Catalina Summit Series 7
travel trailer 164BH highlights: Bunk Beds Corner Bath Pass-Through Storage Jiffy
Sofa Heavy-Duty Table ? This travel trailers is perfect for a young family.? You can
easily sleep four or more ?with the rear set of bunk beds and queen bed up front.?
There is also a 60" jiffy sofa for inside down-time, as well as complete kitchen
and bath amenities so you can cook and stay clean while traveling.? The rear
corner bath features a toilet and 36" x 30" shower, and it's conveniently located
next to the bunk beds which is great for little ones at night.? Cooking inside will be
easy with a two-burner cooktop and single sink, plus there is also a microwave
oven for snacks and things that you can easily warm up.? If you plan to spend
most of your time outdoors, you will find plenty of storage space in the front
pass-through compartment and beneath the bunks in back for outdoor toys and
gear.? There is also plenty of storage inside as well. ? With any Catalina Summit
Series 7' by Coachmen RV, you can create an easier adventure with the versatility
and simplicity of the shorter lengths and lighter weights!? Each includes a
premium exterior graphics package, a smooth HD aluminum radius front , and
Dexter EZ lube axles with leaf spring suspension. The exterior offers a heavy duty
standard tongue jack, a diamond plate rock guard to protect against road debris,
exterior RG-6 coax cabling and satellite prep , rear view camera prep, and flush
mount baggage doors with radius corners for your outdoor gear. Inside, you will
enjoy premium JBL interior speakers, USB charging ports , seamless Thermofoil
countertops throughout, an under-mount farm style sink for easy cleanup, and a
Slim Line range hood to keep the cooking smells outside. It's time to choose an
affordable and maneuverable single axle trailer today!? ? ? ? ?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21140488
VIN Number: 35490-21140488
Condition: New
Length: 19

Item address Murfreesboro, Tennessee, United States
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